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BILLY IDOL
The 80s icon 

and “Rebel 
Yell” singer 
just scored 

himself a Las 
Vegas residency.

BLAKE 
SHELTON
The Voice coach 
will host the 
Kids’ Choice 
Awards next 
March. 

GIADA DE 
LAURENTIISLAURENTIIS
After years of After years of 
rumors that she rumors that she 
cheated on her cheated on her 
ex-husband, ex-husband, 
the chef is the chef is 
dating TV dating TV 
producer producer 
Shane Farley… Shane Farley… 
a married man. a married man. 

ANGELINA ANGELINA 
JOLIEJOLIE
Critics Critics 
branded By branded By 

the Sea, her the Sea, her 
film with film with 
Brad Pitt,  Brad Pitt,  
“devastatingly “devastatingly 
dull.” dull.” 

AMERICAN 

HORROR 

STORY

The spooky 
show has 

been renewed 
for a sixth 

season.

AMY 
SCHUMERSCHUMER
Despite $80 Despite $80 
tickets, the tickets, the 
comic cut a comic cut a 

Maine show Maine show 
in half so she in half so she 
could make could make 
another gig. another gig. 
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JOHNNY  VS.  LEO

OSCAR WAR

Adele’s wrenching tunes are the perfect soundtrack to your awful breakup…but 
football? Sources confirm that Bruno Mars, who’s been tapped to perform at Super 
Bowl 50 in February, is trying to convince the British ballad queen to join him for a duet! 
“Bruno has spent the last month pitching her about making an appearance,” dishes 
the source, explaining that the halftime show will feature past performers as well. 
“The NFL has made it clear that they will do whatever it takes to get her on board.” 

But while most celebs would be holding out for a huge payday, the insider reveals 
that Adele’s concerns have nothing to do with cash. “Her stage fright is holding her 
back,” says the source. The “Hello” singer has said in the past that she routinely 
throws up before concerts. “This would be the biggest stage ever, and it’s not about 
the money but whether she can convince herself that she can do it!” ★

hiing tunes are the perfect souundtrackk to yyour awwful breakuup

ADELE’S 
SUPER BOWL 
STAGE FRIGHT

The Revenant 

Black Mass

 BIG-SCREEN 

 BATTLE 

Leonardo DiCaprio and Johnny Depp are in a gold rush — ushLeonardo DiCaprio and Johnny Depp are in a gold rush — —
Oscar gold, that is. Each leading man is determined to outdo the oOscar gold, that is. Each leading man is determined to outdo the outdo the
other on Hollywood’s biggest night and walk away with the Best th the Best
Actor trophy. Leo — who has been nominated for the Oscar eActor trophy. Leo — who has been nominated for the Oscar Oscar

four times but has never won — stars in the forthcoming hcoming
19th-century epic The Revenant, his grittiest role t19th-century epic The Revenant, his grittiest role role

yet. “Leo is so hungry for the Oscar that he can eyet. “Leo is so hungry for the Oscar that he can can
practically taste it,” shares a spy. “He sees Johnny spractically taste it,” shares a spy. “He sees Johnny Johnny

as his only real competition.”
Johnny won rave reviews for his Johnny won rave reviews for his hisJohnny won rave reviews for his 

portrayal of Boston gangster Whitey portrayal of Boston gangster Whitey hiteyportrayal of Boston gangster Whitey 
Bulger in Black Mass, but he’s tried to say that Bulger in Black Mass, but he’s tried to say that dBulger in Black Mass, but he’s tried to say that to say that

nabbing an Academy Award isn’t even on his n on his
radar. “I don’t want to win one of those things seradar. “I don’t want to win one of those things things
ever,” Depp has said. “The idea of winning means ningever,” Depp has said. “The idea of winning means means

that you’re in competition with someone, omeone,that you’re in competition with someone, 
and I’m not in competition with anybody.” and I’m not in competition with anybody.” hand I’m not in competition with anybody.” anybody.”

But Leo isn’t buying Johnny’s sBut Leo isn’t buying Johnny’s 
nonchalance, and is viewing the veteran nonchalance, and is viewing the veteran henonchalance, and is viewing the veteran veteran

actor as his main competition. petition.actor as his main competition. 
“Leo has been trashing Johnny’s “Leo has been trashing Johnny’s Johnny’s“Leo has been trashing Johnny’s 
flops, like The Lone Ranger and flops, like The Lone Ranger and ngerflops, like The Lone Ranger and and
Mortdecai,” dishes the industry industry
mole. “This goes all the way emole. “This goes all the way way
back to when they both starred hback to when they both starred starred
in What’s Eating Gilbert Grape, rtin What’s Eating Gilbert Grape, Grape,

which Leo feels he carried.” arried.”which Leo feels he carried.” ★
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Seeing Green
Los Angeles, Nov. 9

Blake Shelton, who’s 
been tapped to host the 

Nickelodeon Kids’ Choice 
Awards, got gooped while 
filming a commercial for 

the upcoming event. 

Mouthing Off
New York City, Nov. 10

Nicole’s little sister Sofia Richie 
puckered up at the fifth-birthday puckered up at the fifth-birthday 

party for Madonna’s Materialparty for Madonna’s Material
Girl clothing line at Macy’s.Girl clothing line at Macy’s.

SSHO

20 Star M O N T H X , 2 0 1 5
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THIS 
ISN’T HALF 

AS MESSY AS MY 
DIVORCE...

SEALED 
WITH A WITH A 

KISS!

M O N T H X , 2 0 1 5 Star 21
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 WHO’S WHO?  

 M

NANNYNANNY
KNOCKOFF
Gwen’s DID SHE STEAL HER HUSBAND 

AND HER STYLE?

F
ANS were shocked when 
news broke that Gwen 
Stefani and Gavin Rossdale 
were splitting after 13 years 
of marriage — and even 

more shocked when they learned the 
reason: another woman. But now 

there’s even more cause to be 
alarmed, as it’s become evident 
that the alleged adulteress — 
the couple’s longtime nanny, 
Mindy Mann — had been 

creepily copying the singer’s 
signature rocker-chic style. In 

a shocking series of photos that 
Mann posted on social media, 
the twentysomething Australian 
caretaker sports look-alike black 
horn-rimmed glasses, a bandana in 
her sleek platinum hair and even the 
same eye-catching jumpsuits. 

“Gwen recently saw all the side-
by-side comparison photos, and she 
was absolutely disgusted,” dishes 
an insider. “She’s starting to believe 

that Mindy has severe personality 
issues. She copied everything about 
Gwen — right down to sleeping 
with her husband!”

Though the singer has had time 
to process reports of the affair — 
and is now in the early stages of a 
relationship with fellow The Voice 
coach Blake Shelton — she’s 
reportedly been beating herself up 
for letting the “loose cannon” get 
close to her husband, and especially 
her three children: Kingston, 9, 
Zuma, 7, and Apollo, 20 months. 

“Gwen can’t believe she didn’t 
see the warning signs while it 
was all happening,” continues 
the insider, noting that the nanny 
mimicked every detail of the 
musician’s eclectic wardrobe. 
“At the time, she thought some 
of Mindy’s outfit choices were 
strangely similar to hers, but she 
took it as a sign of flattery, not as a 
single white female situation!” ★ 
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Double Take
Mindy sported the same 

outfit as Gwen — complete 
with a matching ponytail 

and sunglasses.
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 GWEN 
 2.0  

 MR. 
 MOM 
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Matchy-Matchy
Both Gwen and Mindy 

rocked the same messy bun 
during an outing with the 

singer’s children. 

Twinning Style
Same hairstyle. Same jacket. 

Same man. Coincidence? 
Duplicate ’Dos

Mindy dyed her 
hair pink — just like 
her superstar boss 

used to do.

Split Personality
They say imitation is the 
sincerest form of flattery, 
but an insider says Gwen 
feels disturbed and even 
frightened by what she 
now sees as her former 
nanny’s obsession. “Gwen 
is a fashion icon — she’s 
used to people praising 
her impeccable taste,” 
explains the source. “But 
now, she’s realizing that 
Mindy actually wanted 
to be her and take her 
place in Gavin’s eyes!”
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GAVIN’S NEW GIG
Although Gwen and Gavin have agreed to share custody of 
their sons — Kingston, Zuma, and Apollo — sources tells Star 
that the “Used to Love You” singer has put her ex-husband on 
full-time  daddy duty since learning about his affair with the 
couple’s former nanny, Mindy Mann.

“Gavin has gone from sleeping with the nanny to becoming 
one,” reveals an insider. “And it’s only fair. Considering 
everything he put Gwen through, it’s about time she got to 
blow off some steam.” 

On Nov. 5, Gwen flew to Nashville join her new beau, Blake 
Shelton, on the Country Music Awards after-party circuit. 
“We’re just trying to have fun, you know?” she admits. “[I’m] 
literally the party girl that you hear about when their life 
blows up and you’re like, ‘Oh, I’m going out! Watch me!’”
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